The role of DNA methylation in the mechanisms of memory reconsolidation and development of amnesia.
Current considerations suggest that the mechanisms of long term memory are based on the changes of the neuronal genetic algorithms. Process of the enzyme DNA methylation have great importance to the differential genes expression, and is likely to be one of the key mechanisms of the consolidation and memory storage. The present study aimed to investigate the DNA methylation processes role in the mechanisms of the conditioned food aversion memory reconsolidation and also in the amnesia development mechanisms, caused by disturbances of the reconsolidation in Helix lucorum. It was found that DNA-methyltransferase inhibitors zebularine and RG108 had no influence on the memory reconsolidation. We investigated the effects of the DNA-methyltransferase inhibitors on different amnesia stage. The amnesia was induced by NMDA glutamate receptors antagonists. At the early stage of amnesia (3rd day after its induction) injections of the DNA-methyltransferase inhibitors in combination with reminder by conditioned food stimuli led to memory recall. Memory was recovered by the DNA-methyltransferase inhibitors injections before the reminder and also 3h, but not 9h after the reminder. In case when enzyme inhibitors or reminders were applied separately, no effect on memory was revealed. At the late stage of amnesia (10th day) the DNA-methyltransferase inhibitors didn't affects amnesia development. It might be hypothesized that presentation of reminding stimuli result in the reactivation/reconsolidation of molecular processes, involved in amnesia development, one of the key mechanisms of which could be the DNA methylation/demethylation of neural cells.